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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this
article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than
White Women... so only conclusion we can make from this
from Headline News of Obama the last 1 trillion years is
Obama is a "White Oil Man" as poison gas exhaust kills more
Blacks than Whites! June 9, 2014 Black kids with alcohol
spectrum disorder Obama never hear of this from the White
House MD... grin. NEW YORK - A review of previously done
studies has shown that children who suffer from fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder are at an increased risk of having
impaired gross motor skills(HealthDay News) -- The majority
of women with breast cancer get too little exercise for
optimum health, a new study suggests. After women are
diagnosed with breast cancer, they are less likely to meet
exercise recommendations that link physical activity with
longer survival and better quality of life, researchers report
online June 9 in the journal Cancer. "Medical care providers
should discuss the role physical activity plays in improving
breast cancer outcomes with their patients, and strategies
that may be successful in increasing physical activity among
breast cancer patients need to be comprehensively evaluated
and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral candidate in
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and implemented," Brionna Hair, a doctoral candidate in
epidemiology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, said in a journal news release.

American guidelines for physical activity state that adults
should get at least 150 minutes of moderate exercise or 75
minutes of rigorous exercise every week to achieve any health
benefit and to prevent or manage chronic health problems.
The researchers looked to see whether levels of physical
activity among 1,735 North Carolina women with breast
cancer changed after their diagnosis. The women, ranging
from 20 to 74 years old, learned they had cancer between
2008 and 2011. Researchers found that 59 percent reported
getting less exercise six months after their diagnosis. On
average, the women reduced their weekly level of activity by
about five hours of brisk walking. Just 35 percent of women
treated for breast cancer met recommendations for physical
activity after diagnosis, the study found. After taking race
into account, the study revealed that black women were
about 40 percent less likely than white women to meet
national physical activity guidelines after being diagnosed
with cancer. The study authors noted that black women die
more often from breast cancer than other groups in the
United States.

6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi-national lab
collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab) has taken the most detailed look ever at the
evolution of platinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles
during reactions in oxygen and hydrogen gases.
6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted
trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" on evolution of
platinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions
in oxygen and hydrogen gases when WebMD end of this
article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than
White Women... so why did Berkeley Labs get a F grade,
because Obama is a "White Oil Man" who kills more black
women than SWF's! via Poison Gas Exhaust + Oil in General
when we are in the Era of the Gravity Engine!
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6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted
trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" Atomic-scale snapshots of
a bimetallic nanoparticle catalyst in action have provided
insights that could help improve the industrial process by
which fuels and chemicals are synthesized from natural gas,
coal or plant biomass. A multi-national lab collaboration
led by researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)'s
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) has
taken the most detailed look ever at the evolution of
platinum/cobalt bimetallic nanoparticles during reactions
in oxygen and hydrogen gases.
6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Berkeley Labs wasted
trillions of "Brainstorming Ideas" "Using in situ aberrationcorrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM), we found
that during the oxidation reaction, cobalt atoms migrate to
the nanoparticle surface, forming a cobalt oxide epitaxial
film, like water on oil," says Haimei Zheng, a staff scientist
in Berkeley Lab's Materials Sciences Division who led this
study. "During the hydrogen reduction reaction, cobalt
atoms migrate back into the bulk, leaving a monolayer of
platinum on the surface. This atomic information provides
an important reference point for designing and engineering
better bimetallic catalysts in the future."

6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... A multi-national lab
collaboration led by researchers with the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(Berkeley Lab)
6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this
article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than
White Women... so

6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD end of this
article is More Black Women Die From Breast Cancer than
White Women... More Black women have syphilis and Obama
made this Top Secret for her co workers she shares a joint
with... sick. STD's more Blacks... HPV, Hepatitis... wow! White
Oil men did this to Blacks and their co workers they work
with in their day jobs! The black women sitting next to you
on the assembly line at Microsoft has many disease and Bill
+ Melinda classified them as Top Secret even for the Pot Luck
Lunches! Sick ugh!!
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6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... WebMD I searched for
McCartney's virus and its Top Secret... wow. McCartney
postpones some US tour dates to recover Businessweek - 32
minutes ago? NEW YORK (AP) - Paul McCartney is
rescheduling U.S. tour dates as he continues to recover from
a virus he received treatment for last month. Top Secret
Virus... in a "1984" society. Sick!
6-10-14 Obama is a "White Oil Man"... Railroads Wrangle
With States to Keep Oil Shipments Secret... Top Secret is the
Disney Monorail that is really a "Double Mono Rail" with
cars 100 yards long and wide. 15 Billion People on Earth
visiting Disney will need these double Deckers to get to work
etc and vacation at Disney Orlando... grin

6-10-14 Local Key West News Kathleen Phillips + Sharon
Rohdin hired a hit man for Greg, Mary B. is the soul grin
sole beneficiary of my will. Well I tried to join Island Gym on
White Street next to Faustos, filled out app and the out of
shape pot belly desk clerk Shaw I think asked if I had a street
address... no he said you will be taking showers here for $105
a month for months and months at $1,200 a year so no "we"
don't want you for a gym member. There were several weight
lifters and others in Island Gym and none protested. wow
Key West has a thing about no Free Showers at the Bight
Western Union Schooner Dock I even complained to County
Health and they could not get free showers or even cheaper
than $160 a month... grin Yes $105 a month to take a shower
and work out! So Kathleen Phillips + Sharon Rohdin both
have mug shots on this page...
http://www.keysso.net/arrests/arrest_list.htm Hired a hit
man, a Body Builder he came out of the bathroom at
Mallory Square Sunset Celebration threading to kill greg for
arguing with the girls a few days earlier, Kathleen told me
she had enough abuse which was telling a rich women Lane
from Ohio who bought her a new bike at Island Bikes.
Kathleen told me not to take any BDay cards to Jackies
wedding at Schooner Wharf Bar. Ha... and I ran into Jackie
gave her 2 BDay Cards and told her why did didn't make it
to her wedding because Kathleen told me not to take any
BDay Cards or talk to Wedding guest about any invention
projects, Jackie, she never knew Kathleen Phillips did this.
And Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at the
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And Kathleen told Greg not to talk to anyone at the
wedding about the Gravity Engines.... this is the abuse the
"Hit Man" was killing greg for in front of 10K people
Observers watching all of it on live video... yes! Well a cop
came up and broke up the fight, he went with the cop and I
thanked her. He can back and told the girl Brenda told
him.... Video: Watch these pesky thieves steal 16 Apple
computers from The Mac... Video watch the Hit Man in Key
West kill Greg for Kathleen Phillips and Sharon Rohdin...
Gregs BDay card in question is the one with 1 Trillionth
ElectricWindmillFord coming off the assembly line for full
employment ... Long-Term Unemployment Increases
Depression Risk By Twofold, Study Headlines & Global News Americans who are unemployed for long durations are twice
more likely to be treated for depression than employed
Americans, a new survey reveals... Obama makes more Blacks
depressed and criminals than whites with out the 1
Trillionth ElectricWindmillFord coming off the assembly line
today! Kerry too.

6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...
suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..."
Boston, A three-year-old child died from injuries suffered
when two SUVs collided head-on overnight on Walnut Street
in Saugus. One of the drivers in fatal Saugus head-on crash
is charged with operating without a license.
6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"... no
drivers license and car insurance modernization lost out to
Kerry's Drones and Oil. Kerry in Boston with his rich Heinz
Wife killed this 3 year old in the head on collision above,
really!

6-10-14 University of Iowa study shows a wide range in the
prices that US hospitals charge for prostate-cancer surgery,
varying by region and by academic or nonacademic
centers. Credit: Sondra Cue, University of Iowa Let's say
you're buying a car. You have a wealth of data at your
fingertips, from safety information to performance, to guide
your decision. The same is not as true in health care,
especially if you're pricing procedures. A new study from the
University of Iowa compared the cost of prostate cancer
surgery at 100 hospitals throughout the United States. The
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surgery at 100 hospitals throughout the United States. The
quote for the procedure, the researchers found, varied from
$10,100 to $135,000, a 13-fold range. (The average price was
nearly $35,000, more than double the Medicare
reimbursement.) Only 10 of the hospitals that provided cost
information divulged anesthesia and surgeon costs, key
criteria to consider when pricing a surgical procedure.
Moreover, just three hospitals provided a hard copy of the
charges, further complicating a patient's ability to compare
costs, the study found. "Such variability in pricing can
produce significant confusion for consumers who are
accustomed to the rules of free-market economics, which
equate higher fees with higher quality," write the UI
researchers, in the journal Urology. "Unfortunately, in
health care, this has not been found to be true." Prostate
disease is a major health concern in the U.S. It accounts for
28 percent of all new cancer diagnoses in men and nearly
$12 billion in treatment costs, according to the American
Cancer Society.

About 138,000 prostate cancer surgeries are performed
yearly, according to government figures. Yet despite the
commonness of the disease and the frequency of surgeries,
getting a reliable, accurate quote is hard to come by. Part of
that is due to the system itself. What hospitals charge for a
procedure don't reflect the actual costs, says Bradley
Erickson, assistant professor in urology at the UI and
corresponding author on the study. Think of the hospital's
quote as the opening salvo in a negotiation—a give-andtake primarily with the health insurance provider over how
much the hospital gets reimbursed. In that scenario, the
higher the quote, the more room there is to negotiate, and
thus arguably the more the hospital could get reimbursed.
"These (hospital) charges don't mean anything," Erickson
notes. "There's no weight behind them." What that all means
is the consumer is working with inflated figures, at best,
which puts them "at a significant disadvantage," Erickson
says. Even more, the researchers learned there is precious
little information about how well hospitals perform prostate
cancer surgeries, as they report outcome data mostly only to
government agencies. That lack of transparency is "a huge
problem," Erickson says. "It doesn't really incentivize any
place to improve outcomes, because no one is holding us
individually accountable for it." That could be worrisome to
health-care consumers who may face higher deductibles
under the Affordable Care Act, Erickson notes. "We're not
ready for it (pricing transparency), because most hospitals
can't tell you how much they charge," he says. "And the ones
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can't tell you how much they charge," he says. "And the ones
that do aren't based on reality." Among the study's other
findings: •70 of the 100 hospitals surveyed provided some
pricing•Of that number, nearly half (33) said they'd
discount the procedure, to as much as 80 percent, for pre-pay
or promptly paying patients •Academic medical centers
charged 52 percent more, on average, than nonacademic
centers (The UI's estimate was $31,000, below the mean in
the survey; the UI also offered a 25 percent discount for prepaying patients.)

•Hospitals in the northeast U.S. charged most (at $40,802 on
average), while hospitals in the South charged the least
($30,305 on average) •Hospitals in the Midwest were the
most likely to provide estimates and to offer discounts•There
was little price difference at centers either when city
population is factored or rankings as compiled by U.S. News
and World Report The prostate-cancer surgery costs survey
follows a UI study, published last year in JAMA Internal
Medicine, which found hip replacement costs at hospitals
nationwide ranged more than ten-fold, from $11,100 to
$125,798. The reason, those researchers found, are largely
due to the lack of transparency and knowledge how
hospitals set their prices. It also corroborates findings from
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, which
reported wide price differences for a variety of medical
procedures across the U.S. In a separate editorial comment
in the journal, the authors, from the University of Montreal
and Harvard Medical School, write: "The discrepancy in
pricing highlights the substantial incongruity between the
actual costs of a surgical procedure and the hospital
charges. It would be highly implausible that the exact same
procedure is 13 times more expensive to deliver at one
hospital relative to another."

6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...
suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..."
Boston, A three-year-old child died from injuries suffered
when two SUVs collided head-on overnight on Walnut Street
6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"... Mac
World... Reading List: Apple tries to buy chic. Dan Moren The
Week in iPad Cases: Oh, snap! Marco Tabini The Week in
iPhone Cases: Face off Marco Tabini Reading List: Apple news
you might have missed. Mac World should get email from
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you might have missed. Mac World should get email from
Cook telling Dan, and Marco to write some SWF Mac stories of
the MD apps to inspire women to become a MD. And of course
the gravity engine for women drivers! Grin!

6-10-14 Is Apple Trying to Kill the Headphone Jack?
Boston.com Written by Austin Tedesco The classic headphone
jack may be a thing of the past on Apple devices in the near
future. Manufacturers have been given specifications
allowing them to connect headphones to iPhones, iPads,
and iPods using a Lightning connector rather than the
3.5mm ... REINVENT the headphone jack and the wires...
WIRES... wireless headphone jack invention of the Century for
Boston.com journalists ha.
6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...
suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..."
Boston, A three-year-old child died from injuries suffered
when two SUVs collided head-on overnight on Walnut Street

6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...
suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..."
Boston, A three-year-old child died from injuries suffered
when two SUVs collided head-on overnight on Walnut Street

6-10-14 Obama is Kerry in Boston a "White Oil Man"...
suppressing Greg's invention "No Head On Collisions..."
Boston, A three-year-old child died from injuries suffered
when two SUVs collided head-on overnight on Walnut Street

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! If Pope Francis
Today at the Vatican was Mrs. Pope MD the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort would be on the Front Page of
the NY Times! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
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6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! America's sexiest
ladies took to the stage to compete for the title of Miss USA
2014 on June 8, 2014, but only one beauty could take home
the crown. Fix This ASAP...!! Miss MD USA after the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort is on the road to DRIVE HER to
become Miss MD USA!
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Game of Thrones'
Spectacular Battles. HBO MD Movie... no, just another Win 8.1
fix! The DVD and Blu-ray box sets of Game of Thrones's
second season contain a ... spectacular mass scenes similar
to that of The Lord of the Rings's Battles!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Galaxy K Zoom
review: Samsung's best cameraphone yet! iPhone7s Best
VideoiPhone every with audio that can pick up from a
remote microphone!! But considering instant social sharing
is part of the K Zoom's appeal, it's disappointing nonetheless!
iApp to save every 2 mins, iPhone7s iVideo or send to YouTube
will appeal to all. NYC women can use the iPhone7s Best
VideoiPhone to SPY on the "Nanny!"
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Greg's Dad died at
89 last year never allowed by the "Observers" to talk to me
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89 last year never allowed by the "Observers" to talk to me
about the ElectricWindmillCar Invention in 1980 right after
we both meet with Teddy Kennedy. One thing Dad wrote in
most letters to Key West was... are the "Observers" giving you
my $ Check or keeping it, he knew the "Soul" of our Numb
Nuts "Observers" didn't he! Grin! White House reportedly let
Bergdahl parents take part in secure video...

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Woman MD
Dictator of the USA like, unlike our current Numb Nuts
George Orwell who has syphilis... grin would post all HPV,
STD, HIV, Hepatitis, Syphilis diagnosis Medical records.
Medical records on line and email them to coworkers at HQ,
Pentagon, NY Times break room... grin!
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix! Syphilis diagnosis
Medical records. Medical records.By Roberto Scalese
Boston.com You just knew heads were going to roll after a
woman’s syphilis diagnosis was posted on Facebook,
allegedly by her ex-boyfriend. A Cincinnati hospital has
fired an employee who reportedly supplied a woman’s
medical records to her ex-boyfriend. The woman claims in a
lawsuit her ex then posted screenshots of her records,
including the syphilis diagnosis, to a Facebook. The
University of Cincinnati Medical Center posted a statement
on its website Friday saying the offending employee was fired
soon after the hospital learned of the transgression.

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!
6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Drones that killed
a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!
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a million women + Kids used Win 8.1 fix!

6-9-14 Amazing Stargazing Coup! Apple Buys Starbucks...
Time Bomb is the gravity Engine!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat...
End War via 52 Aliens at 52 Nearest Stars! Not $52 Trillion
More in BP Oil Kickbacks in Swiss Bank Accounts!

6-9-14 Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter for your
Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West Medical
School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower Structure!
6-4-14 as Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build
a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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